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An X-Ray Survey of Wolf-Rayet Stars in the An X-Ray Survey of Wolf-Rayet Stars in the Magellanic Magellanic CloudsClouds

X-RAY DETECTIONSX-RAY DETECTIONS
    X-ray emission is detected from 35 WR stars (or WR-stars associations) inX-ray emission is detected from 35 WR stars (or WR-stars associations) in
the MCs out of the 136 WR stars with useful observations. The detectionthe MCs out of the 136 WR stars with useful observations. The detection
rates in the SMC (3/11~27%) and LMC (32/125~26%) are rather similar.rates in the SMC (3/11~27%) and LMC (32/125~26%) are rather similar.
Below we list the WR stars in the MCs with X-ray emission, together withBelow we list the WR stars in the MCs with X-ray emission, together with
their spectral types, binary status, their spectral types, binary status, LLxx and  and LLbolbol..

X-RAY EMISSION FROM WOLF-RAYET STARSX-RAY EMISSION FROM WOLF-RAYET STARS
      Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars exhibit extremely powerful stellar winds.Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars exhibit extremely powerful stellar winds.  ThreeThree
types of X-ray sources have been attributed to their stellar winds:types of X-ray sources have been attributed to their stellar winds:
(1) (1) Shocking WindsShocking Winds: Shocks within the WR wind.: Shocks within the WR wind.
(2) (2) Colliding WindsColliding Winds: Interaction: Interaction  with the stellar wind of an OB companion.with the stellar wind of an OB companion.
(3) (3) Wind-Blown BubblesWind-Blown Bubbles: Interaction: Interaction  with the circumstellar medium.with the circumstellar medium.
      Therefore, X-ray observations of WR stars probe the opacity of theirTherefore, X-ray observations of WR stars probe the opacity of their
stellar winds, the orbital configuration of a WR+OB binary system, and thestellar winds, the orbital configuration of a WR+OB binary system, and the
stellar mechanical energy injection into the interstellar medium.stellar mechanical energy injection into the interstellar medium.
      X-ray studies ofX-ray studies of  Galactic WR stars are difficult because their X-rayGalactic WR stars are difficult because their X-ray
emission is heavily absorbed in the Galactic plane, accuracy in theiremission is heavily absorbed in the Galactic plane, accuracy in their  LLxx is is
affected by theaffected by the  uncertainty in distances,uncertainty in distances,  and the unknown existence ofand the unknown existence of
binary companions confuses the assessment of origin of X-ray emission.binary companions confuses the assessment of origin of X-ray emission.
      X-ray studies of WR stars in the X-ray studies of WR stars in the Magellanic Magellanic Clouds (MCs) are interestingClouds (MCs) are interesting
because their foreground and internal extinctions are low, the X-raybecause their foreground and internal extinctions are low, the X-ray
luminosities can be derived accurately as distances are well known, and theirluminosities can be derived accurately as distances are well known, and their
low low metallicities metallicities probe abundance effects on the stellar winds.probe abundance effects on the stellar winds.

THE X-RAY SURVEY OF WR STARS IN THE MCsTHE X-RAY SURVEY OF WR STARS IN THE MCs
    The ROSAT, Chandra, and XMM-Newton archives have been used to searchThe ROSAT, Chandra, and XMM-Newton archives have been used to search
for X-ray emission from WR stars in thefor X-ray emission from WR stars in the  MCs. TheMCs. The  data set is composed of:data set is composed of:
- All ROSAT PSPC and HRI pointed observations in the ROSAT Archive with- All ROSAT PSPC and HRI pointed observations in the ROSAT Archive with
ttexpexp>1 ks, including 121 WR stars in the LMC and 11 in the SMC.>1 ks, including 121 WR stars in the LMC and 11 in the SMC.
- Chandra ACIS observations of- Chandra ACIS observations of  61 WR stars in the LMC and 9 in the SMC61 WR stars in the LMC and 9 in the SMC
available byavailable by  2004 October.2004 October.
- XMM-Newton - XMM-Newton EPIC/pn EPIC/pn and EPIC/MOS and EPIC/MOS observations ofobservations of  67 WR stars in the67 WR stars in the
LMC and 8 in the SMC available by 2008 March.LMC and 8 in the SMC available by 2008 March.
    The survey includes observations forThe survey includes observations for  126 WR stars in the LMC and 11 in the126 WR stars in the LMC and 11 in the
SMC, i.e., >90 percent of the 134 WR stars in the LMC (SMC, i.e., >90 percent of the 134 WR stars in the LMC (Breysacher Breysacher et al.et al.
1999) and 12 WR stars in the1999) and 12 WR stars in the  SMC (Massey et al.SMC (Massey et al.  2003).2003).
    The high quality of the observations and the use of data from differentThe high quality of the observations and the use of data from different
archives has allowed us to critically assessarchives has allowed us to critically assess  some X-raysome X-ray  detections. Fordetections. For
instance, the X-ray source nearinstance, the X-ray source near  LMC-WR 10 (LMC-WR 10 (Brey Brey 9) is found to9) is found to  bebe
associated to the OB association LH 9 in N11, while the bright sourceassociated to the OB association LH 9 in N11, while the bright source  nearnear
LMC-WRLMC-WR  68 (68 (Brey Brey 58) and 69 (TSWR 4) is clearly offset from these stars.58) and 69 (TSWR 4) is clearly offset from these stars.
The The X-ray detections presented in this survey are highly reliable.X-ray detections presented in this survey are highly reliable.

Example of X-ray detection:Example of X-ray detection:  SMC-WR 6 (SMC-WR 6 (Sk Sk 106)106)  ACIS-SACIS-S  (left) and ACIS-I(left) and ACIS-I  (center) X-ray(center) X-ray
images,images,    and DSS optical image (right) over-plotted with ACIS-S X-ray contours.and DSS optical image (right) over-plotted with ACIS-S X-ray contours.

    The X-ray variability ofThe X-ray variability of  stars with multiple or longstars with multiple or long  observations has alsoobservations has also
been investigated.been investigated.  One of the most outstanding cases ofOne of the most outstanding cases of  X-ray variability isX-ray variability is
LMC-WR 19 (LMC-WR 19 (Brey Brey 16). Chandra observations16). Chandra observations  of this star reveal anof this star reveal an  increaseincrease
of its X-ray flux from 2.0x10of its X-ray flux from 2.0x10-6-6 to 4.4x10 to 4.4x10-6-6  phot phot cmcm-2-2 s s-1-1 from from  Dec. 1999 toDec. 1999 to
Feb. 2002. An XMM-Newton EPIC observation inFeb. 2002. An XMM-Newton EPIC observation in  Jul. 2000Jul. 2000  did not detectdid not detect
any emission from this star.any emission from this star.  Another example is SMC-WRAnother example is SMC-WR  77  (AV 336a) whose(AV 336a) whose
X-ray variabilityX-ray variability  follows its orbital period.follows its orbital period.

X-ray light curve ofX-ray light curve of  SMC-WR 7 (AV 336a), a WN+O6 spectroscopic binary, folded with itsSMC-WR 7 (AV 336a), a WN+O6 spectroscopic binary, folded with its
19.560 days orbital period (19.560 days orbital period (Niemela Niemela etet  al. 2002; al. 2002; Foellmi Foellmi et al. 2003).et al. 2003).

   The detection of a sufficient number of counts has made possible the   The detection of a sufficient number of counts has made possible the
spectral analysis of some of the WR stars in the MCs. In most cases, thespectral analysis of some of the WR stars in the MCs. In most cases, the
spectraspectra  are indicative of highly absorbed emission from a thin plasma at highare indicative of highly absorbed emission from a thin plasma at high
temperatures, typical of colliding winds.temperatures, typical of colliding winds.

(top) Chandra ACIS X-ray spectra of LMC-WR 19 ((top) Chandra ACIS X-ray spectra of LMC-WR 19 (Brey Brey 16), 106,108-110 (R 136a), and 11616), 106,108-110 (R 136a), and 116
((Brey Brey 84) 84) over-plotted with the best-fit models.  over-plotted with the best-fit models.  (bottom) Residuals of the fits in terms of(bottom) Residuals of the fits in terms of
the bin the bin sigmassigmas..

RESULTSRESULTS
X-ray emission from WR stars in the MCsX-ray emission from WR stars in the MCs  isis
more frequently associatedmore frequently associated  with with binary starsbinary stars
(~50%) than(~50%) than  with single stars (~10%). Nonewith single stars (~10%). None
of the single WC stars showsof the single WC stars shows  detectabledetectable
X-ray emission, and only ~15%X-ray emission, and only ~15%  of single WNof single WN
stars are stars are detected in X-rays.detected in X-rays.
      There is alsoThere is also  aa  correlation betweencorrelation between  X-rayX-ray
emission andemission and  spectral types of the WR starsspectral types of the WR stars
In the MCsIn the MCs. X-ray emission. X-ray emission  is preferentiallyis preferentially
shownshown  by stars of spectralby stars of spectral  types types WN5WN5--66,,
andand  WC5WC5,,  i.e., WR starsi.e., WR stars  with large terminalwith large terminal
velocity stellarvelocity stellar  winds. WR stars of spectralwinds. WR stars of spectral
typestypes  WN3-4,WN3-4,  WN7-9, and WC4 have lowerWN7-9, and WC4 have lower
detectiondetection  rates, while none of the 7 WN1-2 and WN10-11 are detected.rates, while none of the 7 WN1-2 and WN10-11 are detected.

  The  The  LLXX  ddistribution shows a broad peak at ~3x10istribution shows a broad peak at ~3x103333 ergs s ergs s-1-1 and a tail and a tail
extending towards higher extending towards higher LLXX. The peak in the . The peak in the LLXX  ddistribution istribution is present foris present for
both both single and binary WR stars, and thus its origin issingle and binary WR stars, and thus its origin is    uncertain. Theuncertain. The
high-high-LLXX tail seems to be associated with binary systems. tail seems to be associated with binary systems.
      The The LLxx//LLbolbol  distribution shows two peaks, atdistribution shows two peaks, at  ~ 10~ 10-6-6 and at and at  ~ 10~ 10-5-5..  TheThe
lower lower LLxx//LLbolbol  peak corresponds peak corresponds to single to single WRWR  stars,stars,
while the while the LLxx//LLbolbol  distribution of binary WR starsdistribution of binary WR stars
exhibit both peaks.exhibit both peaks.
      While some of the binary WR stars in the MCsWhile some of the binary WR stars in the MCs
emit up to 100 time more X-rays than theiremit up to 100 time more X-rays than their  singlesingle
counterparts,counterparts,  some other binary WR starssome other binary WR stars  havehave
very similar X-ray levels than single WR stars.very similar X-ray levels than single WR stars.

      In many respects, the X-ray properties of WR stars in the MCs areIn many respects, the X-ray properties of WR stars in the MCs are
similar to these of their Galactic counterparts:similar to these of their Galactic counterparts:
(1) no single WC star is detected in X-rays,(1) no single WC star is detected in X-rays,
(2) single early type WN5-6 stars are preferentially detected,(2) single early type WN5-6 stars are preferentially detected,
(3) binary WR stars show higher(3) binary WR stars show higher
        LLxx  and and LLxx//LLbolbol..
      However, However, Galactic WR stars haveGalactic WR stars have
lower lower LLxx  and and LLxx//LLbolbol  (~10(~10-6.5-6.5) t) thanhan
their MCstheir MCs  counterparts. The highercounterparts. The higher
LLxx of WR stars in the MCs can be of WR stars in the MCs can be
attributed to the lower attributed to the lower oppacity oppacity ofof
their stellar winds (because thetheir stellar winds (because the
lower lower metallicity metallicity of the MCs).of the MCs).
      The highest X-ray luminosity WRThe highest X-ray luminosity WR
stars in the MCs (Lstars in the MCs (LX X > 10> 103434 ergs s ergs s-1-1))
may be indicative of high-massmay be indicative of high-mass
X-ray binaries (HMXB)X-ray binaries (HMXB)  in which thein which the
companion of the WR star is acompanion of the WR star is a
neutron star or a black holeneutron star or a black hole..


